We propose a novel method for recovering certain elements of the UML model of a software system. These include relationships between use cases as well as class roles in collaborations that realize each use case, identifying common functionality and thus establishing a hierarchical view of the model. The method is based on dynamic analysis of the system for the selected test cases that cover relevant use cases. The theory of formal concept analysis is applied to obtain classification of model elements, obtained by a static analysis of code, in terms of use case realizations.
INTRODUCTION
A support for reverse engineering a system model from its code has become a standard part of modern analysis and design tools to satisfy the needs for round-trip engineering, updating a model to the evolved code, and taking the legacy context into account. Our method is devised to supplement a model obtained by a typical static analyzer. Such models lack the support for reverse engineering of the use case architectural view. Therefore, we have decided to address this issue by recovering use case realizations, which serve as a basis for classifying model elements in a hierarchically nested package structure that is normally a part of a design model as prescribed by Jacobson (1999) . We have adopted the approach to conduct reverse engineering guided by use cases (i.e. scenarios of system use). A use case is a means of describing system functionality, and represents the collection of interactions between the system and its environment or between various parts of the system for some specific use of the system, Booch (1998) . Jarke (1998 Jarke ( , 1999 reports a number of advantages of a scenario driven development or reengineering process:
• Use cases are easily comprehensible for users as well as developers so they represent a good communication medium.
• Design efforts are focused on the most important functionality of the old/changed system before the detailed design. • Design decomposition is task-oriented, enabling the exploration of design alternatives, iterative development and reusability of design knowledge. While code reuse is certainly an attractive option to software developers, reuse of the most general specifications, i.e. use cases and interaction diagrams, will prove to be more effective. In particular, Blok (1998) states that reuse of requirement specifications can lead to a significant decrease in development time and cost, as it usually leads to the reuse of work-products further down-stream in the development process. Specifically, there exist techniques for storing and retrieving reusable UML use case specifications to and from a large collection of UML design components, and also, for automatically generating a framework design model from UML use case diagrams, class diagrams and sequence diagrams, Kim (1998) . Clearly there is a need to have a use case view of the system model. The presented method takes into account the following practical considerations:
• The cost of understanding and applying it must be much less that the cost of manually performing the recovery. User is required to have priory knowledge of the system functionality only, to define relevant use cases and corresponding test cases that execute those use cases.
• The method uses only those kinds of data about the existing system, its structure and behavior, which is readily available in most contemporary commercial development tools, thus the cost of implementing it on various platforms is not very high. In fact, to construct a prototype tool to support our method, we only had to adapt the output of Microsoft Visual C++ profiler to Conlmp concept analysis tool, Burmeister (1998) , and update the model extracted by Rational Rose design tool.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
There are several activities to perform when applying the proposed method: 1. Identify a set of use cases for a given system or a part of it. 2. For each use case, define one or more test cases that cover relevant use case. 3. Collect profiling information for each test case. 4. Construct the context relation between use cases and covered system code entities. 5. Construct the conceptual lattice (i.e. acyclic digraph) from a context relation by applying formal concept analysis. Informally, each concept is a pair of two components: a set of use cases and a set of system code entities that is a shared part of realization of these use cases. If an edge connects two concepts in the lattice, then the parent concept represents "broader" functionality that in some way "uses" the functionality of the child concept. 6. Estimate the quality of decomposition from the topology of the lattice, and if necessary, modify the test cases or apply some purification of the context relation, to eliminate the effects of interleaving functionality in code and other undesired effects, and repeat activities necessary to obtain the updated lattice. 7. Construct the basic UML model using a static analyzer and decompose the model using the concept lattice. Such analyzers have become an integral part of most general-purpose OOAD tools to support round trip engineering. These activities are further elaborated in this chapter. In the next section we present the results obtained by applying the method to a small sample application.
Using a prototype tool on a small example
We have constructed a prototype tool URCA that supports the proposed method and uses four other tools. The C++ profiler from Microsoft Visual Studio environment is used for data gathering, Rational Rose for extracting initial UML model of the system and also for presentation of the resulting decomposition. Conlmp concept analysis tool is used for constructing a concept lattice, and RistanCASE Development Assistant for C (DA-C) for viewing the lattice. The data flow graph of the system is represented in Figure 1 . Data are exchanged through textual files, except for the communication between Visual Studio and other tools that is based on automation. Tools other than URCA dictate file formats. The components of URCA are Test Recorder application written in Visual Basic, and ca_input, rose_input and dac_input command line applications written in C++. Recently we replaced Conlmp tool with our own implementation of concept analysis algorithm to overcome some Conlmp's limitations. A batch process activates the latter three applications once test recording is done to prepare data for other tools.
We shall now present the use of the prototype tool to analyze a sample application -Scribble step 3 tutorial application from Microsoft Developer Network Library (Figure 2 ). It is an MDI application that supports elementary drawing, which can be saved and subsequently retrieved. It has a total of 34 classes and 401 member and non-member functions. MFC framework classes were excluded from the analysis. Figure 3 shows a Test Recorder application screen of our prototype recovery system. This application is used to activate a profiling session in the Visual Studio environment for each test case and to collect profiling data (the number of executions of each function) using the automation interface. The user then selects use cases covered from a list of all use cases. This information and profiling data can be either saved to a file or memorized internally for test differing. A difference between previously memorized data and current data can also be saved to a file as a separate test case. For example, the first test case was to Start the application, select File New from the menu, and then exit. It covered Ul and U2. On the basis of coverage data, a so-called context matrix is computed by the ca_input application. This input is presented to the Conlmp tool, which calculates the resulting description of the corresponding concept lattice. A concept lattice can be viewed using the Development Assistant for C tool (Figure 4 ). URCA dac_input application was used to create a DA-C project from the concept description file. The lattice is represented in the form of C source code, each concept is a C function that calls functions for the successor concepts. The concept lattice, i.e. call hierarchy graph, for our example is shown in Figure 5 . The
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information content of each concept (its use cases and functions) is present in the form of comments and can also be examined in DA-C. Generalized use cases are marked A, externally visible use cases (which are directly covered with test cases) bear no special mark, and included use cases (a common functionality revealed by a concept analysis) are marked #. In Figure 5 , included use cases were named after common functions that are contained in the corresponding concepts.
URCA -Tool CUSP Recorder
S3e:
M,- lattice determines the containment relationship between packages. The package that corresponds to some concept U contains or references only those parts of classes relevant to the realization of the use case U, which are not already present in contained packages. Those parts are shown in the pictures. A static analyzer that is a part of Rose induced relationships between classes. Now we shall discuss the decomposition process in detail. 
Identifying Use Cases
Each use case represents one functional requirement. For the reasons of efficiency for large systems, we are interested in those use cases that are "architecturally significant" as defined by Jacobson (1999) , so that separate use cases should not be used for too elementary system functions. Relationships between use cases, as defined by Booch (1998) , are not introduced in this step. They will be determined automatically in the next phases.
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Working Use case identification can be done manually, in a systematic manner similar to one described in Noffsinger (1998) . For example, for Graphical User Interface applications, each menu item, toolbar button and other items that initiate some function can be assigned one use case. This procedure can even be automated by analyzing resource file that contains definitions of such items ( Figure 11 ). Resource descriptions can be extracted even from executable file for Windows applications.

Selecting and Executing Test Cases
A test case specifies one way of testing the system, including what to test with which input or result, and under which conditions to test. Each test case can be derived from, and is traceable to a use case or a use case realization, to verify the result of the interaction between the actors and the system or between various components of the system -Jacobson (1999). In our case, the purpose of executing tests is not to verify system behavior, but to collect profiling data. For each use case defined in the previous step, we devise one or more scenarios of system use. A particular scenario can possibly exercise more than one use case, if they are indirectly related, but the exact kind of relationship need not be specified. Each test case specifies how to test some specific scenario from the set of devised scenarios. When we obtain the initial architectural model, we can add more test cases that concentrate on some specific use case realization, to refine the model. The above methodology is related to high-level functional testing as described in Kit (1995 
Introduction to Formal Concept Analysis
Concept analysis provides a way to identify sensible groupings of objects that have common attributesBurmeister (1998). A context relation indicate which object has which attributes. Figure 12 The subconcept relation forms a complete partial order (the concept lattice) over the set of concepts. An algorithm to compute a concept lattice can be found in Siff(1997). The concept lattice for a sample context relation from Figure 12 is presented in Figure 13 . Let us now define the notions of object and attribute concepts. The object concept (E,I) that corresponds to an object O is the smallest (closest to the leaf) concept for which O e E. The attribute concept (E,I) that corresponds to an attribute A is the largest (closest to the root) concept for which A e I. Figure 14 For our purposes, the set of objects O includes all functions, class member as well as non-member, in our application. The set of attributes A includes all use cases as defined by the user. Context relation between functions and use cases is defined with a meaning "F is related with U if, and only if, F is a part of code that implements U". Relation implements is established on the basis of profiling data obtained by executing test cases, and is defined as follows: F implements U, if, and only if, there exist at least one test case that executes F (at least once) and covers U. With this definition of context relation, the extent E of each concept C in a resulting concept lattice is a set of functions that are the shared part of implementation code of the set of use cases that forms the intent I of C. In a real world situation, two problems could possibly arise with this interpretation. First, if all test cases that cover a certain use case U| also cover some unrelated use case U 2 , than all functions that implement U| will be mistakenly related to U 2 also. This problem can be eliminated by carefully choosing test cases. The second problem is code interleaving, a fact that the same function F can actually participate in implementing two unrelated use cases U, and U 2 . The above definition works fine for this situation, relating F to both U, and U 2 , but a resulting concept lattice mistakenly relates together U, and U 2 . Splitting the row F of the context matrix in two or more rows, one for each of the implemented use cases, and recalculating the lattice solves this problem. A tool can perform this operation automatically, without the need for the user to examine the context relation manually, although URCA prototype does not support it yet. The second modification of context relation is the elimination of all functions that belong to standard library or foundation classes because they are used in many different contexts. This does not apply to classes that are inherited from these standard classes to perform some specific functionality.
In this interpretation of concepts we use the term function concept instead of object concept, and use case concept instead of attribute concept.
We have chosen to modify the resulting concept lattice by eliminating all such concepts that are neither function concepts nor use case concepts for at least one function or use case. These concepts have no contribution to the model decomposition, but only clutter the lattice. Pairs of concepts in the original lattice that were connected via these eliminated concepts are connected directly to each other in the resulting lattice. Usually, if test cases covered all functions and use cases, the root and the leaf concepts of the lattice would be eliminated. The remaining concepts can be classified in the folio wing categories (differently marked in Figure 5 ): 1. Use case concepts for generalized use cases (marked A in Figure 5 ). Generalized use cases are identified by the fact that they never appear alone in test cases, and that their corresponding concept is larger than the concepts of those other related use cases. 2. Use case concepts for "ordinary" use cases (without marking in Figure 5 ) are all other use case concepts. 3. Function concepts that are not at the same tune use case concepts (marked # in Figure 5 ) are usually lower in the lattice than use case concepts and represent some shared functionality between different use cases.
Updating Model from the Lattice
From the concept lattice, we can determine various elements of a UML model. A particular concept can be use case concept for zero or more use cases. In the former case, a concept represents some common functionality that is not externally visible. In the latter case, if there is more than one use case corresponding to a particular concept, further test cases are needed to differentiate between those use cases. In case of one to one correspondence, each use case concept corresponds to the collaboration (use case realization) of the corresponding use case. Extents of these concepts define analysis classes (parts of real, implementation classes that take role in the realization of relevant use cases). For every concept in a lattice, calculated by the rules described in the previous section, we introduce one package in a logical view (more precisely, in a distinct sub-view of this view). The relation between concepts in the lattice corresponds to the containment relation between packages. If there is a concept in the lattice with more than one parent concept, a corresponding package will be owned by one parent package and referenced from others. Packages that correspond to use case concepts are named after the relevant use cases. Each non-member function belongs to the package that corresponds to its function concept. In case of classes, there could be more than one function concept for its member functions. In that case, we assign the class to the package that corresponds to the concept that is function concept to most of its functions, and reference the class from other packages. It is well known that the use case and the logical view of a UML model are related with each other by interaction diagrams describing particular use cases, showing interaction (function member calls) of instances of classes from the logical view that are implementing these use cases.
Having only the information obtained from static analysis and execution counts, one cannot determine exact interaction diagrams but only model elements relevant for the implementation of each use case. They all belong to the package that corresponds to use case concept for a particular use case. The ordering relation on the set of concepts can be used to determine relationships among particular use cases. If the use case concept of some use case U is greater the use case concept of some use case U' then there exists a unidirectional relationship between them. If U corresponds to generalized use case, then U "generalizes" IT. In other cases, the relation is either "includes" or "extends" but a deeper analysis is needed to establish which kind. The preceding rules are summarized in Figure 15 . Actors (external entities) can also be introduced in the model by assigning them to some functions in code. Good candidates are event handling functions and I/O library functions. If function F is assigned to actor A, and the object concept for F corresponds to the realization of use case U then we associate A and U in the model. How do modules, subsystems and components fit in this model? This hierarchy is independent to functional decomposition (it also includes other criteria: physical distribution, technology concerns, etc. 
RELATED WORK
Numerous methods were proposed structuring models of software systems. Structural clustering techniques define strictly structural criteria for decomposing a system in a hierarchy of subsystems -minimal coupling between subsystems and maximal coupling between entities in the same subsystem. For example, Mancoridis (1998) proposes sub-optimal algorithms based on search (hill climbing) and a genetic algorithm. Wiggerts (1997) presents an overview of clustering algorithms that could be used for software re-modularization. Clustering techniques that focus on data abstraction, consider the use of data of the same type as the grouping criterion. These techniques find their use in discovering candidates for object and classes in non-object-oriented software. Lindig and Snelting (1997) use a formal concept analysis on relation between procedures and global variables. However, experiments suggest a limited usability for discovering system structure (partly because of noise in input data). Siff and Reps (1997) also use formal concept analysis in a similar context, but also make use of negative information, e.g. function f does not use structure x. They claim more promising results than Lindig and Snelting (1997) . Plan recognition techniques, Qulici (1995 Qulici ( , 1998 , need a library of predefined programming plans, which are matched against parts of code to build a hierarchy of concepts (abstractions such as complex data structures or a specific functionality). Each plan consists of two parts: a pattern, used for matching and a concept that is recognized with the pattern. A pattern is a combination of components (the language items or sub-plans that must be recognized) and constraints (the relationships that must hold between these components to have the plan recognized). Plan matching can be performed by a variety of techniques including deductive inference, constraint satisfaction or pattern matching, and could be combined with a top-down search of plan libraries for a plan that matches a particular concept. Plan recognition could be applied to maintenance related program transformations, Kozaczynski (1992) . These techniques typically require the existence of a large plan database and at the present guarantee only partial model recovery. There is also a problem of varying code patterns that implement the same plan and a scaling problem when considering large systems. Recently, a work has been done on identifying standard design patterns in code. For example, Antoniol et. al (1998) present a multi-stage reduction strategy using software metrics and structural properties to extract some structural design patterns from code. Besides automatic decomposition techniques, with a possibility for a user to guide a process in some phases, there exist a number of manual and semi-automatic techniques. These techniques allow collecting, filtering and presenting in a suitable form, data obtained by means of either static or dynamic analysis of the system. The user is, however, responsible for identifying and grouping system entities into subsystems, or for connecting implementation entities with a functional model of the system. Rigi tool, described in Miiller (1993), allows a user to create multiple views, and also has some graph arranging algorithms to cluster related system entities. Dali tool from Kazman (1997) uses a two-phase process -in the view extraction phase, various elementary views are extracted from the system using static and dynamic analysis, and are stored in a view repository. In the view fusion phase, these views are joined under user manual control into more complex views.
In Richner (1998 Richner ( , 1999 , static and dynamic information is modeled in terms of logic facts in Prolog, which allows creating views with high-level abstractions using declarative queries. In software reflexion modeling technique, Murphy (1995) , users define a high-level model (a graph of logical subsystems) and specify how the model maps to the source model (a call graph) -by assigning functions to logical subsystems. A tool then computes software reflexion model, a graphical representation that shows how well the connections between logical subsystems defined in high-level model agree with those actually found in source model. De Hondt (1998) proposes an architectural recovery model based on software classifications. In his model, classifications are containers of software artifacts, and artifacts can be classified in multiple ways. Among other methods, he proposes virtual classifications. There is an explicit (e.g. declarative) description which elements are intended to belong to a classification. Finally, there has been some work on locating functionality in code using static or dynamic analysis. The Software Reconnaissance technique implemented in. %Suds toolset, Agrawal (1998) locates plans i.e. code fragments associated with a particular feature i.e. functionality by comparing traces of test cases that exhibit or do not exhibit a feature. Every feature must be considered separately from others, and the focus is on small-scale features. Wilde (1996) proposed a technique to partition a program code in equivalence classes such that all code in the same class has the same execution count in each of multiple test cases. The results of the case study were mixed. On the one hand several meaningful and non-trivial program plans were identified. On the other, a significant fraction of the equivalence classes did not represent meaningful program plans. Slicing techniques make use of call and data dependency graphs to identify those parts of code that contribute the computation of the selected function, for all possible inputs, in case of static slicing, or for a given input, in case of dynamic slicing. A dynamic slicing technique presented in Korel (1998) helps to understand large programs, by visualizing the control flow slices at the level of call graphs. In Canfora (1998), a static slicing technique is used to identify user interface software layer.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method is conceived to automate a part of task that a reengineer has to do manually after creating basic UML model with a static analyzer. We certainly do not imply that a presented decomposition strategy is "the best" strategy, in the sense that the original designer would create the same decomposition, or that it works equally well for all kinds of software systems. But it is our opinion that a functional decomposition is useful for the system-understanding task that faces a reengineer unfamiliar with system implementation. We applied the method to 10K line Wordpad standard Windows accessory application. We focused on essential functionality and devised about 25 use cases and roughly the same number of test cases that covered about 70%
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of application functions. Resulting lattice contains 35 concepts, 5 "generalized", 15 "ordinary" and 15 "included" ones. The decomposition quality was subjectively assessed as good, without making any transformations on the context relation. In the future, we also plan to demonstrate the usability of our method on even more complex applications. That might include a project the first author has been involved with for about four years. The application is an integrated development environment with reverse engineering capabilities that runs on Windows platforms. Its size is nearly 400.000 lines of C++ code, and it has many attributes of a legacy application: the original team left the firm, the application was initially developed without any explicit modeling or architectural considerations etc. A work is now being done to extend the method to include creation of interaction diagrams, on the basis of more detailed dynamic data e.g. a complete activation tree for the given test execution, produced by some tools. The presented method can be applied even to non object-oriented systems, in combination with techniques that identify candidate objects in the code, to obtain an object-oriented model of such systems.
